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LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY

Well a lot has happened since I lastput pen to paper. A few days after
our Belfast A.G.M. I left for Patagonia
where I spent three amazing months in

Argentina and Chile. On my return in
early June I moved to Cork, where I am
now resident.

Not being in any rush to rejoin the
corporate bun fight, I have spent much of
the summer whale watching off the Old
Head of Kinsale. I may have to eat some

humble pie here, as in the past I've
expressed some anti golfing sentiments
regarding this magical place. So, I'd like to
extend a big thanks to Tom O'Byrne for
ensuring my access to the Old Head.

Living within striking distance of my
watch site and with time on my side, I

was fortunate to be able to go when the
weather was suitable. This was crucial as

typically we watch whenever we can grab
a free moment, which may often coincide
with conditions that are far from suitable

for spotting fins.
So I became a "fair weather watcher",

and this paid dividends. I will not bore
you with too many statistics, but out of
23 watches since early June, I saw
Cetaceans on all but 3 occasions. This

equates to an 87% sighting rate, based on
average watch durations of 2.5 hours. I've
factored out trips to the Shannon and
Dingle, where you're pretty much guaran
teed to see Bottlenose Dolphins. To keep

the figures "Cetacean specific" I also fac
tored out species such as shark and sun
fish. The following is a breakdown of
species seen: harbour porpoise 40%, com
mon dolphin 24%, minke whale 16%, fin
whale 4%, risso's dolphin 4%, bottlenose
dolphin 4% and unknown 8%.

I really enjoyed this sununer, as these
stats were drawn from some of the most

magical places in the land, such as: the
Old Head of Kinsale, Loop Head in Co.
Clare, Slea Head in Kerry, and Dursey
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Head on the Beara Peninsula. I was sur

prised that I didn't see more Dolphin
species (but that may be down to my own
shortcomings in species recognition!). To
be fair, it's often very difficult to I.D.
Cetaceans when a splash, miles offshore is
all you have to work on.

lt was interesting to note at my main
watch site, the Old Head, how the

Dolphin activity picked up from August
on. Mind you June proved to be the best
month for Whales, and I must tell you of
one incredible weekend of June 19th &
20th. On the Saturday morning I was for
tunate enough to observe a Minke Whale
breaching several times clear out of the
water and quite close to shore.

The following day after a fruitless
morning, I noticed a blow on the hori
zon, followed by a succession of others. I
was lucky indeed, as for 35 minutes a

group of five large Rorquals passed east of
the Old Head, heading south. Yes, they
were well offshore, and had it not been
for the tall IS-20ft blows, I'd never have

stood a chance of seeing them, even with
a powerful scope. Working on the "blow
type", and after a little research and
prompting from Emer Rogan, I'm happy
they were Fin Whales.

That was my most memorable sight
ing, until Sept. 5th. that is. On this day the
Old Head confirmed my opinion, that it's
one of Europe's, (if not the world's) pre
mier "whale watching" locations. During
a 3-hour watch in fine autumn weather, I

observed porpoises, dolphins (both com
mon & risso's), and whales (minke &
species unknown). Having whale watched
in places as diverse as British Columbia,

Mexico, New Zealand and Patagonia, I
have never on one outing seen more than
3 species. Yet here in our own back yard,
we can observe 4 (possibly 5) species. I
was thrilled with the risso's, as they have

eluded me up till now. I had given up my
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watch, and was walking along the cliff path, when 3

large specimens swam within a stones throw of me. The

great thing about risso's is that there is no mistaking
their unique features.

On the "live stranding" front, things seem to be mov
ing at a rapid pace. There have been several interesting
incidents this summer alone. The most bizarre being the

Risso Dolphin that swam some 18 miles up river to
lnistioge, Co. Kilkenny. What exactly this deep-water
species was doing so far out of its home range will
remain a mystery. However the rescue which involved
several modes of transport en route to New Ross, seems
to have been a success. For a full account see autumn's

"SubSea" edition.

The year's big media circus was of course the"
Belmullet six". Remember the frolicking Bottlenose

Dolphins who seemed to take up temporary residence
in the harbour shallows. They remained there for a num
ber of weeks, before heading back out to sea, none the
worse for their close encounters of the "human kind".

The most unusual species was the Northern
Bottlenose Whale, which live stranded in nearby Kilalla,

shortly after the Bottlenose Dolphins. This was another

big media event; even my brother in Zurich watched
the rescue live on CNN. It is not unheard of for this

species to strand here; we assisted three of them stranded
at the pier at Bear Island, West Cork last summer.
Despite a successful refloat of the Killala animal, using
the rescue pontoons, which you the r.W.D.G. member
ship so generously purchased, the animal restranded later
and died.

All the above strandings (and more) had a common
factor, and I must take my hat off to the agile, mobile
and hostile, Eugene Brennan, of the recently established
"Marine Mammal Rescue Team"(M.M.R.T). Both he

and Brendan Price of the Irish Seal Sanctuary are prov
ing to be movers and shakers in the whole area of live

strandings. It's my sincere wish that our three groups can
continue to work together, as envisaged when we held

Ireland's first "Whale stranding workshop" last year in
Dollymount strand. The philosophy of us pooling our
strengths is I think central to the success story. So, well
done to all those r.WD.G., r.S.S. & M.M.R.T.
Volunteers who have been tireless and selfless in their

attempts to rescue stranded Cetaceans.
Our A.G.M. will be held on Monday 25th of the

October Bank holiday weekend. The venue is Leo

Hallisey's "Sea Week", in Letterfrack, Co. Galway.We

extend a big "go raibh maith agat"; to Leo for allowing
us use his brilliant platform for our meeting, which as
ever is open to all. We recommend to those of you who
have never been to one of Leo's weeks, to experience
the whole weekend. The format of talks in the morning,
walks in the afternoon and ceol agus craic in the
evening is always a big success. Both Simon Berrow and

I will be giving presentations on the Saturday.
Oh yes, before I sign off. I got married last month,

and I'd like to thank those who made it to Kinsale for

the wedding, (and those .who couldn't) for your good
will wishes and gifts. I should also thank Alex, for being
so understanding when it comes to the "other passion"
in my life, i.e. whales and dolphins, which seem to con
sume so much of my free time.

Now, have I told her that I'm going to sea next week,
to do some Dolphin work on the tuna boats??

Once again, this is your newsletter. If you would like to

contribute in any way, please submit your material, photo
graphs or whatever to myself, at the following address, 21
Donnybrook Cottages, Donnybrook, Douglas, Co. Cork.
Tel: 021-897312; Email: padwhorca@hotmail.com
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DOLPHINS & TUNA DRIFT-NETTING - A PERSONAL VIEW

On Wednesday the 18th August we headed west outof Dingle Bay. I was on board a tuna drift-netter

bound for a spot in the Atlantic some 80 miles west of
the Blasket Islands, Co. Kerry. The crew of this boat
were no strangers to weak-bellied landlubbers like me,
after all they (as with many of the boat owners in Dingle
and Castletownbere) have, much to their credit, co

operated with a number of research projects into
cetaceans, seals and fisheries interactions.

As my dinner came to terms with being sloshed
about left and right and centre, my head refused to
come to accept this rebellion and voted to eject the

offending contents. I spent much of that day "feeding
the gullies", as the skipper (my cousin) would say - with
a happy, sadistic laugh.

We were about an hour out when a group of 10-15

common dolphins surfaced around the boat and stayed
with us, bow riding for 10 minutes, before vanishing
back into the waves. We reached our destination at about

5pm and set nets that night at 8pm.
The next morning at 5.30am the crew was up, so I

arose ... but so did my stomach ... so I "fed the gullies"
some more and returned to bed. After another few

hours sleep [ woke to discover my head and stomach
had signed a peace treaty. Feeling well, I watched the
hauling of the nets. There was tuna ... and plenty of
them. The by-catch consisted of some sunfish (which
were very plentiful this summer), some juvenile blue
sharks and the odd porbeagle shark and swordfish.

The rest of the day was spent basking in the sun, up
on deck. That evening we saw 3 white-sided dolphins,
which silently broke the waves just four times, before
disappearing. The nets were set again at 8pm.

On the 20th August we started hauling, again at
5.30am. Again there were lots of tuna with a small by
catch of sunfish, shark and swordfish. This time, however,

we found 5 common dolphins in the nets. The fisher
men were as unhappy as I was to see them ... firstly
because they only aim to catch tuna, not dolphins, and
secondly because anything large in the nets destroys

large sections of very expensive net, which must be cut
to remove the animal.

Another evening was spent on deck. The bird life this

far out was amazing. There were gannets, fulmar, great
skuas, storm petrels, kittiwakes, black-backed gulls and
manx- and sooty-shearwater. There were also rarities like
Sabine's gull, wee turnstone like birds and odd green
wader like birds, plus a multitude that never got close
enough for me to identifY. Nets were set again that
night.

An interesting thing happened at around 8am that
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morning. A small group of 3 pilot whales approached
the net in front of the boat as we hauled in. It was nerve

wrecking to see them swimming straight for the net. But

2m from the net they suddenly stopped. They started spy
hopping and then turned 90 degrees and swam along
side the net. We then noticed two more animals on the

far side of the net also spy hopping and swimming in
circles. After 5 more tense minutes the group of 3 swam

around the back of the boat and joined up with the oth
ers. Despite the fact that these animals saw the nets, dol

phins do get caught and have even been seen swimming
into the nets in broad daylight. Why one cetacean can
spot the nets and another can't, I cannot explain.

The next day's haul yielded loads more tuna, some

sunfish, some sharks and a very large swordfish as well as
two fish called Luvars, which look like double-decker

salmon with bright orange fins. We had also caught
another 4 dolphins.

With that haul, the hold was full and so we returned

for port. The lads tell me that it's like this some times.

You can have many hauls without catching any dolphins
and then you hit a spot where dolphins just seem to get
caught up in the nets. The dolphins are not chasing the
tuna, but rather, the dolphins and tuna are chasing the
same prey.

There is a lot of debate currently about tuna drift

netting. The original outcry about tuna-fishing and dol
phins originated with the purse-seining for tuna, where
flshermen from America and Japan would surround both
dolphins and tuna and haul the whole lot in. Drift net
ting has also got a bad name in tropical seas where a

large amount of non-target species are caught, including
marine turtles.

In Ireland the tuna drift nets are surprisingly species
specific. The number of dolphins caught may be further
reduced through the use of acoustic devises to warn off

dolphins (see IWDG Newsletter 13). It must also be
remembered that many other fisheries have a by-catch
of cetaceans. Some fisheries, which may be doing a lot
more harm to cetacean populations off the West Coast,
do not let observers on board their vessels.

We need to examine at the issue of dolphin by-catch
with a measured eye. It is often too easy to latch onto
something which has been highly publicised, such as
drift netting, and blame it for far more harm than it is
actually doing. The alternatives to drift netting are not
necessarily all that more conservation friendly. Tests are
being carried out on paired trawls for tuna but the by
catch figures have yet to be assessed. The other alterna

tive, long lining, may have serious impacts on marine
bird species.
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This author, for one would like to see a more

research being conducted into the by-catches of all

fisheries, the by-catch of the alternative methods to
drift-netting, and the success of acoustic deterrents on
drift nets before a final decision is made to rule out

drift-netting for good. Banning the drift nets may make
us feel all cosy inside, that we have saved the dolphins.
Perhaps that is why other fisheries groups are happy to
stay silent on the ban ... if the driftnets go all will seem
well with the world. But we must remind ourselves that

there are many fisheries with a cetacean by-catch and
banning them all is not an answer. The answers lie in
curbing the most destructive fisheries, developing
acoustic (or other) deterrents and understanding the

biology of cetaceans to allow fishermen to avoid areas of
high dolphin/fisheries interactions. More research and
more funds are needed to allow scientists to work with

the fishermen, to develop a plan to ensure the long-term
conservation of Irish cetaceans.

Dave Wall

Dolphin Feeding Fine

On July 15, 1999, a U.S. Coast Guard Administrative
Law Judge upheld a $4,500 fine against a Panama City,

Florida, boat rental company and boat operator for ille
gally harassing or attempting to harass wild dolphins by
feeding in June 1998. The boat rental was also ordered
to post "no dolphin feeding" signs and posters on its
grounds. The company owner stated that he plans to
appeal the fine, believing his business is the victim of
selective enforcement. [NOAA press release]

Dolphin Release

On Sept. 21, 1999, Hurricane Gert damaged beachside
pools at Dolphin Quest on Bermuda, resulting in the
unintentional release of four captive dolphins. [Assoc
Press] .

FREE KEIKO!

The UK newspaper, the Mail on Sunday, has just featured an update on the situation with Keiko and

discussed the issue of Ocean Futures stalling Keiko's
release for their own gain. While wildlife researcher and

writer Erich Hoyt and whale expert Ken Balcomb

called for his release, suggesting Keiko is ready for a
return to the sea and that Ocean Futures lacks the scien

tific expertise to correctly determine Keiko's health and

psychology, researchers working on the Keiko project

blamed the stalling of his release on delays in producing
devices to attach to Keiko's body to monitor his move
ments on release. Meanwhile, Ocean Futures' director of

operations in Iceland assured readers that the day for
Keiko's release is coming soon.

MARINE DISEASES SET TO INCREASE

Global warming, human activity and pollution arebeing highlighted as the reason that marine life is
becoming increasingly threatened by disease, in an arti

cle in Science magazine. Sardines are becoming infected
with the herpes virus and harbour and grey seals with
distemper. Both pinnipeds and cetaceans have suffered
mass mortalities from similar infections.

Coral bleaching in 1998 was the most severe ever

recorded, proving fatal worldwide. Global warming is
part of the problem, claimed the group of 13 biologists,
human activities have a large part to play too, including
fish farming, and onshore development and farming, and
sewage discharges. Chemicals, such as organochlorines,

weaken the immune systems of marine animals, putting
them under ever more pressure than they already face in
an increasingly polluted world.

"Well, there he goes again ... I suppose I shouldn 't worry, but I just get a bad feeling about Jimmy hanging with those tuna punks. "
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DEVELOPING SUSTAINABLE DOLPHIN-WATCHING IN THE SHANNON ESTUARY

The growth of whale and dolphin-watching aroundthe world has been one of the most positive and

potentially important activities involving cetaceans in
recent years. Whales are now worth more alive than
dead. Such is the rate of increase of the whale-watching

industry around the world, coupled with our lack of
knowledge of the ecological requirements of most whale

and dolphin species, there is increased concern over the
long term sustain ability of whale and dolphin-watching
enterprises. There is a fine balance between providing
the opportunity for people to see whales and dolphins
in their natural environment with the increased under

standing and respect that this nurtures and avoiding
excessive and debilitating disturbance to the animals.
However in the modern market economy, there are

great benefits if marine wildlife can be shown to bring
tangible benefits to coastal communities.

Despite these potential conflicts rarely has the
development of whale and dolphin-watching proceeded
with the relevant background research or technical sup

port. Since commercial dolphin-watching started in the
Shannon estuary in 1993 it has been a model partner
ship between science and industry. However develop
ment but has now reached an important phase.

Dolphin-watching trips started from Carrigaholt in
1993 and spread to Kilrush in 1994. Between 1995 and
1998 the industry grew to around 200 trips and 2,500
visitors annually but has increased by an estimated 150%
during the 1999 season. Three new licensed vessels were
available for dolphin-watching, including the first vessel

operating from North Kerry. Two new purpose built
vessels will be operational for the 2000 season and the
dolphin-watching industry is expected to continue to
expand rapidly over the next 5 years.

Dolphin tour boats in the estuary are very successful
at finding dolphins with over 95% success rate during
2-3 hour trips. They usually find dolphins within 20-30
minutes after leaving port but vessels estuary from the

two ports search and locate dolphins in different parts of
the estuary. This means tour boats are usually alone with
the dolphins and not having to compete with other
boats. The number of groups and dolphins seen on each
trip is consistent between ports and ranges from one to
four and from 3 to 30 individuals, with calves seen on

about 25% of trips.

Monitoring of tour boats has showed that they watch
different groups of dolphins, within their exclusive
zones, but that the same dolphins are watched in the dif
ferent zones between years. Mark-recapture analysis
based on photo-identification carried out as part of a
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Marine Institute funded project by Simon Ingram and
Emer Rogan at UCC has shown that up to 115 individ

ual dolphins may use the estuary for at least some part of
the year and that the area is also a calving ground.

Dolphins are regularly seen far upriver, including from
the ferry crossing the River Shannon from Tarbert to
Killimer (see IWDG Newsletter 13) - indeed so often

are dolphins seen there that the new ferry has been
named the Shannon Dolphin. Dolphins can also regular
ly been seen from headlands adjacent to the estuary, with
up to 80% sighting rates at some sites. Common dol
phins and minke whales are also frequently seen from
Loop Head, that also boats large and accessible seabird
colonies.

Is commercial dolphin-watching in the Shannon

estuary sustainable? Will the pressure oflarge capital
investment lead to a significant increase in the number
of boat trips and potentially excessive disturbance of the
dolphins? What is the carrying capacity of dolphins to
the presence of tour boats and will we be able to detect

any negative effects?
At present operators abide by a self-imposed code of

conduct. Duchas has nominated the estuary as a Special
Area for Conservation (SAC) under the EU Habitats
Directive - one of only four such proposed sites for dol
phins in Europe. This makes commercial dolphin-watch
ing a notifiable activity within the SAC and provides
legal penalties if persons ignore the SAC procedure.
How will this affect the industry?

The Shannon estuary is a busy waterway with large
industries and the busy Port of Limerick upriver.
Deterioration of water quality from these expanding
industries may potentially degrade the dolphins habitat
and gill-net fisheries which operate in the outer estuary
are known to occasionally entrap dolphins. Aquaculture,
especially the production of shellfish is an increasingly
important industry in the estuary. Can a dolphin-watch
ing industry compete and thrive with these other com
mercial users of the estuary?

At present visitors find themselves surrounded by dol
phins, leaping and splashing around the boat and not
other tour boats, free to enjoy their own personal expe
rience with dolphins. Operators are well informed and a
dolphin guide was employed on Kilrush boats this sum

mer to answer visitors questions on dolphin ecology and
behaviour. The use of hydrophones, to allow visitors to
experience the acoustic world in which the dolphins
live, also greatly enhances visitors experience. Will this
personal attention be compromised by increased demand
on operators having to carry out more regular sailings?
The first international film crew worked in the Shannon
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estuary this summer and others are sure to follow. Has
the tap to tourist development been opened irreversibly?

The abundant land sites from which dolphins can

regularly be seen provide alternatives to boat based dol
phin-watching and provide opportunities for visitors
with limited mobility or those without sea-legs to

experience these animals. Exploratory voyages from
Kilrush during 1998 identified new potential whale
watching grounds to the west of Loop Head where
common dolphins were abundant and whales such as
Minke, fin and occasionally humpbacks may be
observed. Can this and the seabirds at Loop Head be

integrated into an overall wildlife package for visitors to
west Clare?

There are many challenges ahead for developers and
conservationists in west Clare but with imaginative and

responsible initiatives and brave decision making we
hope to create a sustainable venture that benefits both
dolphins and the local community for present and
future, human and dolphin, generations.

Simon Berrow

DAY TRIPPERS SUPPORT THE DINGLE

DOLPHIN PHENOMENON

Asurvey of people going to see Fungi, the DingleDolphin was carried out during August this year
and has revealed some very interesting results. Of the
100 people interviewed while queuing for the tour
boats or recently alighted, 55% were Irish, 21% British
with 13 other nationalities including Australia, America
and Trinidad. Most (59%) of those interviewed were
berween 3560 or 2335 (23%) years of age with only 3
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and 4% under 18 or over 60. All were on holiday and
94% traveled by car. Of greater interest was the fact that

over three-quarters of visitors had traveled over 50km to

see Fungi and 67% were only in Dingle for the day.

Fungi, not surprisingly, was the main reason for 76% of
Irish people coming to Dingle and 42% of overseas visi

tors. 60% of overseas visitors had heard of Fungi before
coming to Ireland, indeed Fungi was the main reason
for 5% these tourists deciding to holiday in Ireland, a
significant number when you think an estimated 150, to
200,000 people visit Fungi each year.

Most Irish tourists had never see dolphins anywhere
else but 40% of overseas visitors had, suggesting that
they at least were interested in dolphins. What was really
surprising is that despite Fungi being resident in Dingle
Bay for 16 years 71% of Irish and 84% of overseas visi
tors had no idea that there may be other whales or dol
phins in any other part of Ireland!! On a more positive
note 16% of the Irish people interviewed and 9% of
overseas (all British) were aware that Ireland had been

declared a Whale and Dolphin Sanctuary.
The results of this brief survey suggest that the dol

phin is attracting mainly day trippers from Tralee,
Killarney and further afield to Dingle. It is a significant
reason for many people to come to the town and a fac
tor that brought nearly 10% of those overseas visitors

interviewed to come to Ireland. Unfortunately despite
the phenomenal attraction of Fungi, few people appreci
ate the importance of Irish waters for whales, dolphins
and porpoises. This is without doubt, a massive wasted

opportunity to enlighten people in Ireland to the rich
ness and diversity of marine life in Ireland that has been
in evidence since the Dingle Dolphin graced our shores.

Simon Berrow and Padraig Whvvley
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STRANDINGS REVIEW

Sixty-one cetaceans, comprising at least ten differentspecies, were reported stranded to the IWDG during
the period September 1998 to September 1999 (see
Table 1). Most of the strandings reported were from
counties Cork (20 %), Mayo (16 %), Clare (14 %), and

Kerry (12 %). Records were also received from Galway,

Sligo, Donegal, Down, Louth, Dublin, Wicklow,
Wexford, Waterford, and Kilkenny.

Most of the strandings were harbour porpoise

(n = 13), which is consistent with previous years.
Common dolphins were the next most commonly

recorded species (n =11). One of these animals was live
stranded, but unfortunately died despite rescue attempts.
Of the seven white-sided dolphins that stranded, five
were live stranded in Mayo. This multiple stranding
comprised three males and two females, one of which

was pregnant. This stranding occurred after a period of
very stormy weather, in a bay complicated by a mosaic
of small islands. Four striped dolphins were recorded
stranded, one of these live stranded in Co. Kerry. The
other three striped dolphins stranded in Co. Sligo. Post
mortems were carried out on two of the seven

Bottlenose dolphins reported, one in Cork, and the
other in Clare. All other bottlenose dolphins were either
washed away, or were buried before a post-mortem
could be carried out. Unfortunately the animals exam
ined were very decomposed and could not be compared
with the photo-identification catalogue of the Shannon

population.
Only one species of baleen whale, the minke whale,

was recorded stranded in the period. Two Minke whales

were reported stranded on the east coast within a week
of each other, one in Louth, the other in Wexford.

The Pygmy sperm whale that stranded in Mayo was
only the third this century, with all strandings occurring
after 1966. This specimen was smaller than the previous
records (1.98m). Pygmy sperm whales reach a maximum
length of 3.4m and have a vertical, curved mark on the
side of the head, which gives the appearance of a fish
like gill operculum. The dorsal fin is quite small and
slightly hooked. Pygmy sperm whales are an oceanic

species, living close to or over the continental shelf. They
appear to be widely distributed in temperate, tropical
and subtropical seas. Prey items include squid, cuttlefish,
fish and deep sea shrimp.

The Northern Bottlenose whale live stranding (see
article by Shay Fennelly, this issue) occurred almost a
year after the stranding of three bottlenose whales in
West Cork. These whales, which were extensively hunt
ed in the 19th century are members of the family of
toothed whales known as the Ziphiidae, or beaked
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whales. Less is known about this group then any of the
other families of cetaceans. All ziphiids share the follow
ing characteristics, two distinct grooves on the ventral
side of the jaw joining to form a forward-pointing V, a
small dorsal fin set toward the rear of the back and

flukes with a shallow or non-existent notch. Ziphiids are
open water, deep sea whales and very little is known

about their seasonal movements. Most of the species are
known from strandings. The reduced number of teeth

seen in the beaked whales is characteristic of squid
catchers. A study off Sable Island, Nova Scotia has found
that Northern Bottlenose whales can dive to 5000 feet

and dives may last over an hour.
Results from the post-mortem examination were

inconclusive. In spite of the carcass being fresh, decom
position was extremely rapid. The animal was 615cm

long, juvenile, and in good condition,judging from the
blubber thickness. The stomach contained a large num
ber of beaks from squid and/or octopii.

Another unusual incident was that of the Risso's dol

phin which was recorded in the River Nore, some 30
miles inland, below Inistioge, Co. Kilkenny. This animal
was successfully returned to the sea (and therefore has

not been included in the overall analysis). Seven bot
tlenose dolphins spent their holidays in Bellmullet, Co.
Mayo, before returning to the sea after much public
attention.

Information received on stranded animals can provide
an accurate picture of what species occur and show local

distribution and seasonal distribution. Many thanks to
those of you who have reported strandings in the past.
Each year strandings records are compiled, submitted to
the Irish Naturalists' Journal, reviewed and published in
the October issue, making this information available to
the wider scientific community.

Dead marine mammal strandings that undergo post
mortem examination provide us with valuable informa
tion on cause of death, disease, contaminants,

reproductive patterns, information on diet and also use
ful pointers to the general health of the populations liv
ing in the seas around our coasts. If you come across a

stranded animal, please get in touch with your regional
co-ordinator (see list of contact names and addresses on
back page) and/or your local wildlife ranger or contact
us directly at UCc.

Trish Clayton and Erney Rogan
Dept. of Zoology and Animal Ecology, U. C. C.
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Table 1 Number of strandings reported to the IWDG September 1998-September 1999.

Species

Harbour porpoise (P/l<lCOeIJaphocoella)

Conmlon dolphin (Delph illliS de/phis)

Stripeddolphin (Stenella coem/eoalba)

White-sideddolphin (LagenorhYllclllls am/lls)

Bottlenosedolphin (1i/lSiops tmlleatlls)

Spermwhale (Physeter macrocephalus)

Pilot whale (Clobicep/Jala melas)

Northern Bottlenosewhale (Hyperoodoll ampullatlls)

Pygmyspermwhale (Kogia breviceps)

Minke whale (Balenoptera amtorostrata)

Unidentifieddolphin
Unidentifiedwhale
Total

THE SILENT WORLD!!

No. of strandings

13
11

4

7

7
3
3
1
1

2

7
2

61

Itis well known among divers and oceanographers and allthose who spend time in the sea that the ocean is no
"silent world," as Jacques Cousteau has written, but it is an
exceptionally noisy place. Some of the causes are natural
and precede us: the winds that rile the ocean surface, the
tremors that shake the floor, and the calls of great whales,
which carry for hundreds of miles. Over the past century,
however, as we have come to exploit the sea with unprece
dented industry and scope, the noise has grown. Now
entering the mix are supertankers and container ships, air
guns and drilling rigs, pingers, ringers, loudspeakers of vari
ous types and functions, explosives, dredges, and active
sonar systems their consequences for marine life uncertain,
but potentially significant and grave.

The rise of ocean noise

There is general agreement in the scientific community
that hearing is probably the primary sense of whales, dol
phins, and other marine species, as vitally important to
them as seeing is to us. Most marine mammals depend on
sound as they hunt for food, detect predators, find mates,
and keep their herds together in the darkness of the sea.
For the great whales and others, much of this activity takes
place in the low frequencies, in the band below 1000
Hertz. Unfortunately, that part of the spectrum is also
occupied by some of the loudest human sources of sound.

The impact that one of these sources can have on an
animal depends partly on its distance. At close range a
powerful sound can cause tissue in the lungs, ears, or other
parts of the body to rupture and haemorrhage. Farther
away, the same sound can induce temporary or permanent
hearing loss. And at even greater distances, it can affect
behavior, leading animals to swim off course, or abandon
habitat, or stop vocalizing, or turn aggressive. In addition,
any loud noise has the potential to drown out other sounds
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calves, mates, predators around the same frequency, a
phenomenon known as "masking."

By some estimates, ambient noise in the world's oceans

rose by as much as 10 decibels, one full order of magni
tude, berween 1950 and 1975 alone. Much of the blame

belongs to shipping: with the advent of the global econo
my the size of the merchant fleet has doubled, gross ton
nage has quadrupled, and the cumulative noise from so
much traffic has come to dominate the lower frequencies
in many regions of the world. Then there is the offshore oil
industry, focused domestically in Alaska and the Gulf of
Mexico, whose exploration and development of the conti
nental shelf are responsible for a variety of acoustic distur
bances. In the last decade, three new sources of noise

pollution have come onto the scene. The U.S. Navy and
NATO have been developing low frequency, active sonar
systems with a potentially global range of operations. In
California and Hawaii, the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography has been readying loudspeakers for an
experiment in acoustic thermometry, measuring changes in
ocean temperature by the time sound takes to travel long
distances underwater and throughout North America,
commercial fisheries have been deploying acoustic deter
rence and harassment devices, with only minimal guidance
from wildlife agencies. These applications differ widely in
scope, duration, and intensity, and as a matter of law and
policy their ecological impacts must be explored.

For many marine species, we assume there exists an
acoustic threshold of viability a level at which basic, biolog
ically essential activities are so frustrated as to risk the wel
fare of entire populations. For some species, as far as we
know, it is possible that line has already been crossed.

From a recently released report produced by the US Natural

Resources Defense Council, entitled 'Sounding the Depths

SlIpertankers, Sonar, and the rise if IIndersea noise'.

r
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RARE BOTTLE NOSE WHALE STRANDED AT BARTRA ISLAND - ATTEMPTED

RESCUE FAILS

Arare whale was reported beached at Ross, Killala byvisiting tourists last Tuesday, 31/8/1999 before high
tide (21.50 hrs). This began a dramatic effort by the local
community of Killala, volunteers from the Killala Irish
Marine Emergency Services unit (IMES), divers from
the Granuaile Sub Aqua Club, a unit of B;lllina Fire
Brigade, Wildlife Rangers from the National Parks and
Wildlife Service, and members of the Irish Whale and

Dolphin Group (IWDG) /Marine Mammal Rescue
Team (MMRT) /Irish Seal Sanctuary (ISS).

Before dark an Irish Marine Emergency Services

inflatable boat from Killala went to investigate the report
and found that the whale had re-floated itself and was in

the Killala channel. The whale appeared to follow an
inward bound fishing boat, crossed the channel and then
became beached on Bartra Island. A team of twelve

IMES volunteers went to Bartra Island (22.30hrs) and

six stayed with the whale through the night, covering
the whale with a tarpaulin and dousing it with seawater

to protect its skin and keep it from dehydrating and
overheating. The volunteers carried seawater in buckets
over 100 metres all night keeping the whale alive. Irish
Marine Emergency Services Killala station officer
Danny Murphy contacted Brendan Price of the Irish
Seal Sanctuary/IWDG, who advised on care of the
whale and initiated a rescue response. Dr. Emer Rogan
and Simon Ingram, both whale and dolphin zoologists,
already in Belmullet dock studying the Bottlenose dol

phins arrived around 07.00hrs with local National Parks
and Wildlife Services wildlife rangers Dennis Strong and
Thomas Durkan. Around 08.30hrs Diver Eugene
Brennan and Cameraman Gavin Gerrard from the
Marine Mammal Rescue Team arrived with flotation

pontoons from Dublin. The flotation pontoons were fer
ried out to Bartra Island and after a two hour struggle

were positioned on either side of the whale now identi
fied as a female Northern Bottle Nose Whale, a deep
water species, normally found in 1000 metres of water,
feeding on squid. (6-7 metres in length, 4-6 tonnes in
weight). The first attempt to re-float the whale at high
water (10.15hrs) failed due to insufficient water to float

the pontoons and whale. The tide was 0.2metre less than
the previous evenings tide. Between 11.00-16.30hrs
three people kept watch over the whale, keeping it cool
with seawater and Eugene Brennan, Marine Mammal
Rescue Team liaised with various people to co-ordinate
a response for the next high tide at 22.43hrs. With the
tide out and water to be drawn over 100 metres to bring

to the whale to keep it alive, on request Mayo County
Manager authorised a unit of Ballina Fire Brigade to
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assist.When the Fire Brigade unit from Ballina arrived
on Bartra Island (16.45hrs) their hoses were connected
to a powerful pump on board Willie and Terence

Oglesby's fishing boat which was standing by. Their
combined expertise was invaluable as the power hoses
were used to carve a trench in the soft sand from the

tide to the whale with the aid of approx. 60 local volun
teers armed with shovels. By 21.00hrs a deep trench was
dug out to bring the sea to the whale. As darkness fell,

tension rose, the tide surged in and slowly embraced the
whale enveloped in the floatation pontoons. Eventually
the tide lifted the pontoons, the whale floated and was
turned seawards by Granuaile Sub Aqua Club divers, led
by Club diving officer, Kate Hills from Killala. After a

strenuous effort the divers guided the whale off the
beach, through the surf, to shoulder depth. The whale
sensing her element became active and thrashed her

4-foot wide tail flukes on the water surface scattering
the divers. Darkness blanketed this dramatic scene except
for beams of light from IMES spotlights on shore, some
hand torches and three fishing boats searchlights illumi
nating the divers and whale. With difficulty the divers

freed the whale from the two pontoons and watched
with joy as the whale swam out into the gloom and out

of sight. As I watched from the IMES inflatable, standing
by the divers 9 metres away, the whale disappeared.

Shortly on the VHF radio the fishing boats nearby
reported seeing the whale swimming in circles. I was
dropped ashore and told Eugene Brennan (MMRT) and
Dr. Emer Rogan. At this stage the shore team were
euphoric at successfully re-floating the whale after a
magnificent piece of teamwork. I met GeoffThornton
from the North Western Fisheries Board team and they
brought me back out to John Munnellys fIshing boat.
We then searched for the whale in the pitch-black
night. Stabbing the darkness with a searchlight John
Munnelly spotted the whale 50 metres away. I could

vaguely see it and realised it was belly up. As we
approached closer to 10 metres, she righted herself and
spouted swimming slowly toward us, crossing our bows.
As John Munnelly manovoured around the whale it was
moving closer to the beach. The IMES boat tried to

encourage her out to deeper water by standing between
the whale and the beach. Unfortunately by 11.10hrs the
whale was visible in the fishing boats Iightbeams thrash
ing in the breaking surf back on the beach at Bartra
Island. With midnight approaching the priority was now

to safely evacuate approx. 70 people from the shifting
sands of Bartra Island. As people were ferried to John
Munnellys fishing boat the realisation dawned although
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we had all done our best. But we needed more equip

ment, at least two rigid inflatable boats with a dive team,
to have taken the whale and pontoons in tow out the
Killala channel, past the sand bar to deeper water and
then released the whale. We lacked that experience and
were all on a rapid learning curve. The whale was clearly
weakened after 24 hours stranded on the beach and may
have succumbed anyway. Sometimes human efforts to

help stranded whales have a happier outcome, on the
morning of August 17,1998 three large Bottle Nose
Whales were seen in the shallows at Bere Island, Co.

Cork. Local island ferryman Co 1m Harrington contact
ed the Dept. of Zoology and Animal Ecology and

NEW ZEALAND STUDY ON EFFECTS

OF TOURISM ON HECTOR'S DOLPHINS

Researchers from the University of Otago in NewZealand who have been studying the impacts of
tourism on Hector's dolphins. Hector's dolphins are a
threatened species - only found in New Zealand 
where it is divided into genetically distinct populations:

meaning that disturbance could be particularly detri
mental to its future.

The researchers working in Porpoise Bay found that
the dolphins, when boats and swimmers were absent,
spent most daylight hours in the southern end of the bay
close to the surf zone and a small reef system. This
"prime habitat" was also popular with swimmers,
although the current levels of boat or swimming activi
ties were not found to displace the Hector's dolphins.

Reactions to swimmers were classified as weak, per

haps (the researchers speculated) because the dolphins
could easily avoid them. Reactions to dolphin watching
boats were stronger, with dolphins tending to approach
the boats during the early part of an encounter but then

becoming less interested. By 70 minutes into an
encounter, the dolphins were either actively avoiding the
boat or equivocal towards it. The dolphins were also sig
nificantly more tightly bunched when a boat was present
in the bay and this might indicate stress. The scientists
concluded that whilst the present level of disturbance
was not affecting the dolphins heavily, an increase in
tourism in Porpoise Bay would be cause for concern.

Source: Bejder, L, Dawson, S M & Harraway,] A (1999)
Responses by Hector's Dolphins to Boats and Swimmers
in Porpoise Bay, New Zealand. Marine Mammal Science,

Vol.15 (3): 738750.
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together with local IWDG co-ordinator Danny
Osborne succeeded in re-floating the animals and coax
ing them back into deeper waters of Bantry Bay.
Subsequently one whale stranded later and died and two
left Bantry Bay alive.

Please report any strandings to the Stranding Hotline
at 021-904053 at UCc. Co. Cork and to your local
Garda station and National Parks and Wildlife Service

Wildlife Ranger.

Shay Fennelly

Claggan, Kilmeena, Westport, Co. Mayo

CETACEAN SANCTUARY IN GERMANY

The Parliament of the North German state ofSchleswig Holstein voted on Wednesday Oct. 15th
1999 for the creation of a small cetacean sanctuary off
the Islands of Sylt and Amrum. The waters off these two

islands are used as a breeding ground for porpoises(pub
lished in: Identification of the first harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena) calving ground in the North Sea.
Sonntag, RP; Benke, H; Hiby, AR; Lick, R; Adelung, D;

Journal oj Sea Research, (May 1999) Vol. 41, pp. 225-232)
scientists and environmentalists (mainly from
Greenpeace, Schutzstation Wattenmeer and WWF and

supported by the IUCN cetacean specialist group)
demanded since 1996 the creation of this sanctuary to
protect this breeding ground from disturbances by fast
boats (speed limit for all boat,jetskis will be forbidden),
by industrial fisheries and other disturbing human activi
ties which might affect porpoises. The sanctuary will be
included in the already existing National Park Wadden
Sea of Schleswig-Holstein.
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OBSERVING CETACEANS AND

SEABIRDS AT SEA

Anew two-year study, which aims to identify the distribution, abundance and density of Cetacea and
seabirds in and around the Rockall Trough, off the west
and northwest coast of Ireland, got off the ground last

July. The principal researchers on the project, Ciaran
Cronin, originally from the JNCC in Aberdeen, and
Mick Mackey from the Department of Zoology and

Animal Ecology University College Cork (Ucq, will
be based at the Coastal Resources Centre at UCc.

The study will target Rockall's eastern and western
boundaries, where many of the petroleum industry's

major players (Enterprise, Statoil, Elf, Shell, and Phillips)
have been seismically surveying for hydrocarbon

reserves. Particular emphasis will be placed on those
species (i.e. auks, storm petrels, all cetaceans), which are
vulnerable to the potential pollution threats often associ
ated with the development of an offshore oil industry

(e.g. airgun-generated noise, oil leaks and spills).
Due to the limited budget available to this project,

"piggyback" berths are sought aboard vessels conducting
seismic, drilling, biological or oceanographic investiga
tions in the study's area of interest. On one such three
week trip, Ciaran encountered marine mammals on a
regular basis. A total of ten species of cetacean were
recorded, with 143 sightings involving over 1000 ani
mals. Three sei whales, Balaenoptera borealis, were
observed over many hours while drilling operations were
underway in deep water. Five sei whales were also seen
on the vessels fmal passage to Cork and appeared to be
strongly associated with the 1000m isobath. Another
encounter of note involved a group of over 300 com
mon dolphins, Delphinus delphis, in a scattered feeding

group. Other species noted included harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phoecoena), Atlantic white-sided dolphin
(lAgenorhynchus acutus), white-beaked dolphin
(lAgenorhynws albirostris), Risso's dolphin (Grampus

griseus), bottlenose dolphin (7itrsiops truncatus), minke
whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata), pilot whale (Globicephala

melas) and sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus).

Bird wise, we are seeing the usual suspects (fulmars,
gannets, Manx shearwaters, bonxies and kittiwakes) along

with impressive collections of great and sooty shearwa
ters, and the odd sighting of the beautiful Sabine's gull,
Cory's shearwater and long-tailed and arctic skuas. We
are doing our very best to develop some form of photo
graphic catalogue of our offshore buddies, but the chaps
at Canon, who designed the "Image Stabilising" 300mm
lens, probably did not consider 1o-15m swells as a typi
cal source of camera-shake.

Mick Mackey and Ciaran Cronin
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GONE TO PATAGONIA

This trip had a certain focus, so in theory wasstraightforward. I simply had to jump on a flight to
Amsterdam; board a long haul KLM flight to Buenos
Aires. Heck it's only 13 hours across the North Atlantic,
Equator, and the South Atlantic and before you can say:
"ola Senor", you're there, in Argentina.

B.A., as it's called, by those in the know; home to
Evita, Maradona, and some generals of dubious distinc
tion, is a city well worth more than a cursory glance. I'm
not much of a city slicker, but this was also the general
consensus from fellow travelers. Having done the tourist
thing, and licked the humidity (literally), I headed south
by bus through the province of B.A., the Pampas and
then to, Patagonia. Pata ... where?

This place has captivated me for years. I mean, could
greats such as Charles Darwin and Bruce Chatwin all
have got it wrong? I needed to satisfy myself and prove
that issue after issue of National Geographic wasn't just
clever photography and journalistic hogwash.

My first South American bus journey took me some
1,370 km South and did some 1,370 km of damage to
my piles. The reality hit me that I was both, out of prac
tice on the long distance bus journey front, and perhaps
a little long in the tooth for this back packing existence.
In defense of South American buses, I found them both

reliable and reasonably priced.
My destination, the port town of Puerto Madryn, is

the last center of population before joining the dust road
out to Peninsula Valdez. This magical empty isthmus of
desert land is home to some 224 folk and a few hundred

thousand sheep Gust my good luck!) and of course some
of the world's most spectacular whale activity.

You guessed it; there was always a raison d'etre for
coming here, especially as it concerns my favourite
species, the Killer Whale. Prior to my leaving I ran down
some leads secured from Robin Ruddock and Jim Allen
in Portstewart. These proved most useful, but I had a lot
more work to do, before I could head out to the

Peninsula; as you haven't experienced bureaucracy, till
you've seen it danced Tango fashion in Argentina.

Peninsula Valdez (PV) is one big national reserve.
Think of it as being like a big bank. Then you have the

jewel in the crown, Punta Norte, which is home to the
famous Orca, which hunt the Sea Lion rookeries. The

"Guarda Fauna", or wildlife wardens, whose abeyance to
the letter of the law was both commendable and irritat

ing,jealously guarded these. This was a new experience
for me, as when I worked on Vancouver Island, I was a

B.C. parks warden. Now I was on the receiving end of
their dictates. Oh well, life is full of such swings and
roundabouts.

After much credential checking and endless photo-
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copying, that accelerated forest depletion alarmingly, I
was issued a special permit (but not a full one). As to
what exactly this permit entitled me to, I'm not quite
sure, as it seems those areas deemed sensitive to the
Orcas were off limits.

This however was not my biggest problem, as there
remained plenty of scope to observe the Orcas. What was
critical was that I could not stay on the reserve, and no

amount of pleading could reverse this decision. The near
est place was the tiny hamlet of Puerto Pyramides, some
7Skm away. No problem with a car, but without means
of transport, I was faced with a daily logistical (not to
mention linguistic) nightmare, having to thumb 1S0km,
with a lOkm walk through the Patagonian desert.

Researcher and friend Miguel Iniguez explained that
politics and money are central to this issue. Over the
years there has been a widening rift between the scien
tific community, and the warden service, which is a tool
of the local Municipal Tourism Dept. The result was the
research team of three having to live, work, and sleep on
a garage floor. Against the backdrop of an empty house
next door with beds and showers, this situation was frus

trating. My arrival here highlighted all that was wrong
with this special place. Blaming the wardens who were
doing their job was pointless, and they secretly admitted
embarrassment with my situation.

You see I blame the Orcas, as they're big business
whether in captivity or the wild. These Orca are proba
bly the worlds' most filmed, photographed and written
about cetaceans. Being so sought after, the local govern
ment charges US$300 a day for access to sensitive areas,
such as the "training beach" and the "Orca channel";
payable whether or not the Orca appear. Obviously I
wasn't going to pay such an extortionate fee, hence my
relegation to the minor league!

Having come so far I wasn't to be deterred by the
paper pushers, so I stuck to my plan. I erected my tent
by the beach in beautiful Pyramides, which was to be
my home for the next two weeks. Each morning I
walked the Skm out to the crossroads and stuck out my
thumb. Given the coastal desert topography of the
peninsula, there was little traffic out to Punta Norte,
hence the "Lonely Planet" discouragement of the prac
tice. I regularly waited two or three hours, and on occa
sions had to turn back when there seemed little chance

of a lift before high tide.
So, less of the politics. Get to the point man! What

did you see? Well, it must be said that the media has a
case to answer in setting our expectations. Having read
the glossies and seen the documentaries, I was certain
that here would be "Orca soup", if such a thing exists.
This however was not the case. I journeyed to the

~I
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reserve for days before seeing my first Patagonian Orca.
But I wasn't disappointed, for it was "big Mel", the
world's first (wild) Orca superstar.

Many of you have seen him featured on "Wolves of

the Sea", hunting with his older brother "Bernd".
Unfortunately, big bro disappeared in 1993 and is pre
sumed dead. "Mel" now hunts these Patagonian shores
alone. He was the one Orca I saw in this magical place,

but this was fine, as despite his years and an on going
facial wound, he is to say the least, awesome.

Similar to the Orca of Johnstone strait, Vancouver

Island, the primary reason for their arrival is abundant
food supply. Unlike their salmon eating Canadian
cousins, the Patagonian Orca feed primarily on marine
mammals, and the sealion pups born in late summer.
They have a narrow window of opportunity, as the
rookeries start moving off shore in May. During March

& April the pups pass the hot days in "kindergarten
groups", by rock pools exposed by low tide. For some
3% of them, it will be their first and last austral autumn.

So far, I've mentioned tide twice; so what's its signifi
cance? Well at low tide, the pups are protected by the
reef, which extends outwards some distance. The trans
formation, once the tide turns is both sudden and dra

matic. By mid tide, Mel's dorsal fin is slicing through the
clear blue water. This is an ominous sign for the adults,

as they well know that the waters may not stay clear
blue for long. The pups remain safe, once they stay on
the reef and avoid the "Orca Channel".

The Orca Channel is not some "adult rated" satellite

T.V station, but a narrow cut in the reef. At high tide
the reef is covered by just a few feet of water, but in the
Channel there are several meters of deep water, with
direct access to the shoreline and lunch. A decision to

cross this narrow strip when "Mel" is hunting, could
well be the last decision a pup will ever make.

As with whalewatching anywhere, there will be days
when they stay away. This was often the case in Punta
Norte. On the days "Mel" hunted, the pattern, dictated
by the tides was predictable. Appearing from the north,
skirting the reef edge, he makes his "grand entrance";
and what an entrance it is! We're not talking about some
"prima donna" waiting to be struck with stage fright.
He moves with a sense of purpose and with an air of
confidence, and why shouldn't he? He is after all, the
James Brown of the" predatory chain".

Nature has equipped" Orcillus orca" very well indeed,

to act out their role as apex predator. Having the power
of much larger animals, the speed and agility of smaller
dolphins, and the intellect to devise hunting strategies
for differing scenarios. I was also to learn that they have
the patience of Job, a quality that is not often seen in the
wild.

Interestingly poor weather typically forced "Mel" off
shore. How I wondered, could something as innocuous
as a little wind and sea chop put this killing machine off
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his game? Miguel later explained that turbulence in the
water, affects his stability in the narrow channel. He
needs pinpoint positioning if an attack is to succeed, and
this can't be achieved if he is being tossed about.
Secondly, rough seas result in high silt content, which
affects their ability to echo-locate. This may force them
to get a visual on their prey on the shore, which means

"spy hopping", and in so doing losing that essential ele
ment of surprise.

I will never forget an amazing day at Punta Norte,
which started with Mel resting off the lighthouse. Two
hours later he moved towards the main sealion group,
and in doing so swam within 150 metres of our obser
vation point. It was fascinating to watch the dynamic of
a noisy colony, when harassed by their nemeses. The
adults instinctively felt his menacing presence, as their
restlessness turned to agitation. The pups remaining
oblivious to the clear and present danger continued with
their juvenile antics.

Having spooked the sealions, you realize that they're
not the only ones to have felt his presence. Having front
row seats to one of nature's most compelling dramas is
indeed a great honour. He moves along the reef before
entering the "Attack Channel". Once in place, he's con
tent to stay there for as long as it takes, as he knows he

has another 2-3 hours until the tide recedes. His pattern
of shallow dives indicating that he's not too concerned

with self-concealment. In fact, by swimming to within
feet of the shoreline, he seems to lull his prey into a false
sense of security.

A pup you've been watching for hours ignores the
call of its mother, and moves into the danger zone. Not
quite as I expected; there is no dramatic dash, no churn
ing of the sea into a bloody mess, no cries from the
dying. A quick trust of"Mel's" tail fluke, akin to a boat's
forward bow thruster, and his 30ft frame was high and
dry, with one third of his daily food requirement firmly
secure in his lethal embrace.

With no Orcas to share in the bounty, and no juve
niles to train, the drama of playing cat and mouse with
the pup is not enacted. It doesn't need to be. I'm
impressed. As if to prove that it wasn't all a fluke, he
returns to the "attack channel" after feeding and repeats
his performance, not once but twice. The following day
I had to give up on getting out to Punta Norte, which
was a shame, because the researchers watched in awe as

"Mel" took a sub-adult bull, weighing some 700 kilos
off the beach.

A yes, those Patagonian days. They were the stuff of
dreams. The reality surrounding you is of a wondrous
place, which on reflection reduces the Orca to a minor

player, in a much bigger drama. A drama, which the
superlatives in my vocabulary could never do much
justice.

Padraig Whooley
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WILDLIFE BILL, 1999: IMPLICATIONS

FOR IRELANDS' CETACEANS

The long awaited Wildlife Bill was published this sum
mer. It has been long in its gestation but such important

legislation should not be rushed. It attempts to address
changes in environmental protection and legislation
since the Wildlife Act (1976) and will be main legislation

in Ireland for many years to come.
The main objectives of the Bill, which are relevant to

cetaceans in Irish waters include the governments inten

tion to strengthen compliance with international agree
ments and, in particular, enable ratification of the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered

Species (CITES). The legislation will also strengthen the
protective regime for Special Areas of Conservation
(SAC) by ensuring that protection will in all cases apply
from time of notification of proposed sites. With the
Shannon Estuary being nominated as an SAC for bottle
nose dolphins this summer it is timely and important

legislation. New definitions of fauna proposed in the Bill
will result in the extension of the scope of the Wildlife

Acts to cover fish and aquatic invertebrates apart from

species excluded after consultation with the Minister of
Marine and Natural Resources. This will generally apply

only to commercially exploited species.
Ratification of CITES by the Irish government has

been encouraged by NGOs (non-government organisa
tions) in Ireland for many years. It is an important con-

vention to protect endangered species throughout the
world and although Ireland has generally adopted the

spirit of CITES for a long time it is important the con
vention is ratifed. This has important implications for the
largest fish in Irish waters, the Basking Shark, a species
close to the heart of many cetacean lovers. A recent

campaign has been launched in the UK to put the
Basking shark on Annex II of CITES, resulting in regu
lation and monitoring of trade to ensure future trade is
sustainable.

Another interesting aspect of the new Wildlife Bill is
the removal of "zoology and scientific pursuits" from the

list of exemptions on the basis that it is considered
preferable that disturbance of breeding places even for
bona fide zoological or other scientific purposes should
only be allowed under licence and that the term "zoo
logical and scientific pursuits" was open to broad inter
pretation and potential abuse. Promoting the concept of
the conservation of biological diversity is also an
important part of the Bill and attempts to encompass the
variability among living organisms from all ecosystems.

The Wildlife Bill (1999) is a comprehensive and

detailed piece oflegislation which greatly enhances the
powers of Duchas to protect Irelands' wildlife and habi
tats. It is open to comments before being put in front of
the D:iil and the Minister is to be congratulated at
finally publishing this important legislation.

Simon Berrow
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WALRUS SIGHTING IN MAYO

On Saturday 3rd April, 1999, Paul Cotter spotted arock moving on the shore at Kilsallagh, near Old
Head, Clew Bay, Co. Mayo. The animal hauled out on

the rocks around 2pm, within 100m of the shore.
Luckily Paul has his camera at hand and the result is
some excellent photographs of this rare visitor. As the
tide rose, the animal moved from one rock to another

and seemed to be sunbathing, rolling over on its back. At
dusk the animal moved off the rocks and disappeared.

Walruses are generally found in the Arctic, on both
the Atlantic and Pacific sides. Bivalve molluscs are the

main food item, which they locate on the ocean floor
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using the tusks. The tusks are also used to haul the ani
mal out onto the ice. One young is born at a time and,
unlike other seals and sealions, the young remain with
the parents for 2 years. Walruses migrate south as the ice
forms in winter, but return north as the ice recedes.

Previous records of walruses in Ireland include a

sighting in the river Shannon in 1897, two were sighted
off Donegal in early 1994, and a dead stranding was
recorded in January 1995. The general movement south
of walruses in the winter corresponds with the other
Irish strandings. However the sighting in April was quite
unusual.

Trish Clayton
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